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Introduction 
J. Dean Mellow, in his 2010 article “Fostering diversity and minimizing universals: Toward a 
non-colonialist approach to studying the acquisition of Algonquian languages”, argues in favour 
of an “emergentist” approach to (first) language acquisition studies of Algonquian languages 
over what he refers to as the “Chomskian Universal Grammar” (CUG) approach (more correctly, 
a “generative” approach).2 Mellow argues that the generative approach to linguistic analysis is “a 
colonial approach” to the study of language; more specifically, he argues that speakers of 
Algonquian languages (Native Americans in the USA and members of First Nations 
communities in Canada) should not collaborate on first language acquisition projects with 
linguists who adopt a generative approach in their theoretical work.3  Any community resources 
deriving from such work, he argues, are “tainted” by virtue of being the product of “a colonial 
approach” to the analysis of language.4 We provide this response to Mellow 2010 not to argue 
for the merits of one theory over another, but to set the record straight, as Mellow’s argument is 
based on misrepresentation of the facts and is fraught with factual error: Most obviously, the lay 
account he provides of the generative approach to linguistic analysis is a gross misrepresentation 
                                                
 1 Mellow’s article came to our attention indirectly when he sent a copy of it to the 
Indigenous Language Institute, the publisher of Honda & O’Neil (2004), along with a thinly 
veiled request that their handbook be suppressed: “My conclusion is that the use of that resource 
book will have negative rather than positive consequences for Indigenous language teaching and 
preservation.” 
 2 Linguist Noam Chomsky developed the generative approach in a series of seminal works 
going back to Chomsky 1957. In the half century that this theoretical model has evolved, 
thousands of scholars have contributed to shaping what we know today as the generative 
approach to linguistic analysis. Mellow’s idiosyncratic use of the term “the Chomskian Universal 
Grammar approach” misleads the reader into believing this to be a one-person enterprise. For 
this reason, unless we are quoting directly from Mellow, we refer to this theoretical model by its 
correct name. 
 3 While Mellow argues for the superiority of adopting an emergentist approach over a 
generative approach specifically with respect to first language acquisition studies of Algonquian 
languages, we take the piece to be more broadly an argument against applying generative 
theories to Aboriginal languages. 
 4 By “community resources” we refer to dictionaries, grammars and curricula materials in 
the Aboriginal language, materials which are the cornerstone of most, if not all, community-
centred language maintenance programs. 
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of the field of contemporary linguistics, including the subfield of acquisition studies; he also 
omits from discussion a number of relevant issues, without consideration of which the resulting 
picture is highly skewed; his discussion of Algonquian data shows a misunderstanding of the 
basic working of the grammar of these languages. To give Mellow the benefit of the doubt, we 
assume that he is capable of better scholarship and that the constellation of errors and omissions 
evident in the 2010 paper are tools he has recruited in the service of bias. While such 
manipulation of the facts is never acceptable under any circumstances, it seems particularly 
unacceptable in light of the fact that Mellow prepared this paper for publication in a journal that 
does not specialize in linguistic theory. One can only assume that he was aware while writing 
that most readers would not have a technical background in linguistics and would not be well-
equipped to see the flawed scholarship on which the piece rests.  
 Most (and more likely all) linguists who enter into collaborative language projects with 
Aboriginal communities are committed to a research paradigm which gives central place to 
community needs (as defined by the community).5 The creation of community-oriented materials 
in support of the Aboriginal language is a key component of the university-based linguist’s work. 
In attempting to discredit the work of his peers (ourselves included), Mellow jeopardizes 
ongoing and future language maintenance programs, many of which take the form of research 
alliances between the Aboriginal communities and linguists.6 We feel it is important to set the 
record straight because such projects have a role to play in supporting the vitality of the 
Aboriginal languages of the Americas.7  

 Our response to Mellow falls into these parts: 

• discussion of the broader context of Mellow’s argument, which holds that Algonquian 
languages are beyond the reach of contemporary scholarship; 

• a brief overview of the theoretical approach advocated by Mellow – emergentism; 

• a consideration of the central topic of Mellow’s paper, the study of first language 
acquisition in Algonquian languages; 

• a close look at Mellow’s linguistics, in particular, at his critique of Brittain’s (2001) 
generative analysis of a small number of grammatical constructions in Western Naskapi, 
a dialect of the Central Algonquian language referred to as the Cree-Innu-Naskapi dialect 
complex;8 

                                                
 5 MacDonald 2009 describes a typical community-led language revitalization project in 
which linguist and community members collaborate. 
 6 Mellow presents a polarized world of linguists in which proponents of emergentist and 
generative programs engage each other in battle from behind the theoretical barricades. The truth 
is that while most university-based linguists adopt some type of theoretical model in their 
analytical work on language, many are not committed to just one model, and many models share 
common ground. This is, in fact, the case for emergentist and generative approaches. 
 7 While much of what we say about Aboriginal languages applies worldwide, in order to 
limit the scope of the discussion the widest context we consider is North America (Canada and 
the USA). 
 8 The somewhat cumbersome name of this language reflects the fact that it includes three 
major sub-dialects: Cree (spoken all across Canada), Innu (spoken in Québec and Labrador), and 
Naskapi. There are only two dialects of Naskapi – Western Naskapi (Kawawachikamich, 
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• an examination of the ideological bases of Mellow’s own position; 

• and finally, before concluding, an analysis of a principal concern of Mellow’s – the 
existence of linguistic universals, in this case, a “Universal Grammar”. 

Technical terminology specific to the field of theoretical linguistics is explained as need arises. 

 
The Broader Context 
Defining the Basics 
Mellow opens his article by providing a brief history of the Beothuk people, the Aboriginal 
inhabitants of Newfoundland, Canada.9 Mellow asserts (p. 68) that “[t]he Beothuk people were 
exterminated by European colonization, their language and their culture gone forever.” The point 
of his discussion of the Beothuk is one with which we are all in agreement: All languages and 
cultures are equally deserving of respect. North America’s Aboriginal languages, all of which are 
under pressure from larger colonial languages (English and French in Canada, and English in the 
USA), are particularly due supportive attention given the colonial policies (formal and informal) 
under which they have suffered oppression (e.g., Canada’s residential school system). 
Collaborative work between linguists and Aboriginal communities is defined by the community, 
and the linguist participates as a guest of the community. 10 Generally such collaborations result 
in the creation of community language resources. Clearly, no one disagrees with Mellow when 
he condemns the destruction of language and culture. Likewise, there can be little disagreement 
over his condemnation of what he refers to as “contemporary colonialism” (p. 68), which “occurs 
in processes that oppress and marginalize non-Eurocentric cultures and value systems, including 
those of Canada’s Aboriginal peoples.” However, the turn his argument takes from this point on 
is far more contentious.  
 
 Mellow continues (pp. 68-69): 

Postcolonial writers have critiqued this continuing domination and argued for 
non-colonial approaches. In particular, these critiques have revealed [sic] that 
Eurocentric values and assumptions are not universal. Claims about human 
universals must therefore be made with great caution to avoid Eurocentric 
oppression …  [T]his article applies post-colonial criticism to linguistics and 
language education … The goal here is to create a foundation for a non-colonialist 

                                                                                                                                                       
Québec), and Eastern Naskapi (Natuashish, Labrador). The Natuashish dialect is more 
commonly referred to as Mushuau Innu. MacKenzie (1980) makes the linguistic case for treating 
these three sub-dialects as a single language. 
 9 Whether the Beothuk people were speakers of an Algonquian language or not remains a 
matter which is open for debate. The language was barely documented before the last speaker 
died in 1829. Based on such scant records as exist, some researchers (e.g., Hewson 1971) 
speculate that it may have been an Algonquian language that diverged early on from those which 
exist today. The case is far from certain, however, as Campbell (1997) makes clear in his 
overview of the issue. 
 10 Such code of ethics is mandated by the principal funding agencies which follow, for 
example, the Government of Canada’s guidance on Research involving Aboriginal Peoples 
(http://www.pre.ethics.gc.ca/eng/policy-politique/initiatives/tcps2-eptc2/chapter9-chapitre9). 
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approach to the study of first language acquisition of the Algonquian language 
(also known as Oji-Cree or Severn Ojibwe) Anihshininiimowin … which is 
spoken in northern Ontario.  
 

 Mellow’s reasoning seems to be the following: the generative approach to linguistic 
analysis is a colonial approach (a contention we take issue with), and thus applying this approach 
to the analysis of first language acquisition data for an Algonquian language is an act of colonial 
oppression. We need to fill in some of the blanks here, as the conceptual leap Mellow makes is 
rather a large but unjustified one. In what way, according to Mellow, is a generativist approach a 
“colonial approach”? Mellow has two principal points to make here, both of which rest on 
profound misunderstandings of the fundamentals of the generative theoretical model. To 
understand how this is so requires that we make a close examination of Mellow’s discussion of 
Brittain’s (2001) generative analysis of Western Naskapi. We defer presenting this more 
technical part of our response to the section Linguistics/Data; it will suffice for the moment to 
make two general points.  
 First, Mellow is in error in believing that the generative approach upholds English as some 
kind of model grammar that all other languages should be bent to conform to. Specifically, he 
claims that Brittain’s analysis of Western Naskapi is a good example of forcing an English-style 
grammatical model on an Algonquian language (p. 75): “Because Brittain (2001, pp. 29, 32, 48, 
288) proposed a CUG analysis that assumes these Anglo-centric or Eurocentric universals, the 
resulting analysis of Western Naskapi is extremely complex and abstract.” As we proceed to 
show, this is completely wrong on a number of counts, not the least of which is the absurdity of 
referring to linguistic universals as “Anglo-centric or Eurocentric”. 
 Second, Mellow, in spite of the fact he trained to the MA level as a linguist in the 
generative tradition, apparently fails to understand the meaning of the technical term “Universal 
Grammar” (UG). A characteristic feature of the generative approach has been to attempt to 
account for the fact that there are certain invariant principles that are common to all languages.11 
This is an empirical fact. UG merely refers to invariant properties and principles that have been 
observed to hold across languages. Mellow erroneously, and quite bizarrely in our view, 
understands UG to be “an extensive set of Eurocentric universals” (p. 75). He confounds the 
notion of UG with “Euro-centric, idealized [human] universals” (p. 69), or Eurocentric 
approaches to education (p. 70). We take the latter case by way of illustration. Mellow (p. 70): 
 

Post-colonial critiques have also been articulated about education in Canada. 
Battiste [1998] argued that education for and about Aboriginal peoples and issues 
‘builds on Eurocentric strategies that maintain their knowledge is universal, that it 
derives from standards of good that are universally appropriate, that the ideas and 

                                                
 11 For example, the following is universally true: if a language has verbal agreement, the 
verb inflects to agree either with just the subject (e.g., English, Spanish) or with both subject and 
object (e.g., Cree, Inuktitut). The third logical possibility (languages which have only object 
agreement) does not exist despite the fact there is no reason it should be ruled out (Greenberg 
1963). We illustrate the point more clearly in the section Linguistics/Data by providing concrete 
examples, from Algonquian and from English,. See also Richards’ 2011 poster Language 
universals – available from waoneil@mit.edu. 
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ideals are so familiar they need not be questioned, that all questions can be posed 
and resolved within it.’ 
 

 Undeniably, Aboriginal education in Canada (and elsewhere) has suffered in this precise 
manner; one of the first things autonomous Aboriginal school boards do on assuming control of 
the curriculum is to “de-Eurocentricize” the methodology as well as the content of the education 
system.12 Furthermore, research shows that children achieve higher academic standards when the 
Aboriginal culture and language are placed at the centre of the curriculum.13 Mellow, however, 
mistakenly throws UG into the general pot of universals. Although proposals pertaining to what 
UG might consist of have changed radically in the half century that has passed since the idea was 
first re-introduced in the 20th century (Chomsky 1965)14, Mellow chooses to present the concept 
of UG by using outdated and out of context quotes. This not only misrepresents the many 
proposals that exist pertaining to the nature of UG, it is also a misrepresentation of the entire 
enterprise of linguistics as a science. Linguistic universals – the ways in which grammatical 
properties of the world’s languages are alike – cannot be compared to cultural universals. It 
makes no more sense to suggest that linguistic universals are a Eurocentric construct than it does 
to claim that the H2O (water) molecule is a Eurocentric construct. 
 Mellow, however, uses his claim to underpin the main point he wishes to make in this 
article, that educational materials deriving from research undertaken within the “CUG” paradigm 
are a conduit for colonialist ideologies to enter the community (and thus should not be used), 
asserting that (pp. 71-72): 
 

For these reasons, it is imperative to develop educational materials that can be 
used by fluent speakers who are and will be teachers of these languages. These 
types of materials include explanations of the relationship between learning and 
teaching … and comprehensive descriptions of Aboriginal languages … These 
materials can then be used to create books and lessons that are used in classes, as 
well as to inform the tools used for needs assessment and evaluation of learning 
outcomes. Crucially, curriculum development must be informed by a valid 
understanding of language learning and of the diversity of language. This 
principled understanding of language and learning should not be based on theories 
that assume Eurocentric universals (i.e., the Chomskian Universal Grammar 
theory), but instead should be based on theories that make cautious claims about 
universals of language and learning (e.g., emergentism) 

                                                
 12 This is evident in, for example, the Innu School Board (Labrador, Canada) mission 
statement: “Our education system provides a quality education that meets the individual and 
collective needs and vision of our students, in a manner that respects and honours our Innu 
culture, language, values, and traditions, and prepares them to be proud contributing members of 
our communities and the broader society” (http://www.innueducation.ca) 
 13 See Bougie, Wright, & Taylor, 2003, for example, for a discussion of student 
achievement and self-esteem and the use of Inuktitut as a language of instruction in Nunavut. 

14 Positing language universals and Universal Grammar did not, of course, originate with 
Chomsky, thus the word re-introduced above: For the seventeenth through early nineteenth 
century background, see Chomsky 1966/2009. 
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Mellow then devotes the next five pages (pp. 72-75) to criticizing Brittain’s 2001 generative 
analysis of Western Naskapi. 

Let us be very clear here: although Mellow apparently decided not to make the 
connection, there is one to be made: The linguist whose theoretical work Mellow uses to argue 
for the link between the generative approach and colonialism (Brittain) is also the director of the 
Chisasibi (Cree) Child Language Acquisition Study (CCLAS). The only large-scale longitudinal 
acquisition study ever undertaken for an Algonquian language, clearly CCLAS is a relevant issue 
Mellow has chosen to ignore. One can still join the dots of Mellow’s argument to arrive at the 
implication, which is that any community-oriented output arising from the CCLAS project, by 
virtue of Brittain being director, is unfit for community consumption. Mellow thus calls into 
question the entirety of the CCLAS project’s community-oriented output (e.g., Brittain, 
Mackenzie, Dyck, & Rose, 2005, 2006a,b; Brittain, Dyck, Rose, & MacKenzie, 2007; Brittain, 
Johansson & Rose, 2011; Dyck & Junker, 2010; Johansson, 2012b; Junker, MacKenzie & 
Brittain, 2012; Rose & Brittain, 2007; Thorburn, 2012.15 This is a body of work which exists 
specifically to support the vitality of the Cree language.  

 We now consider Mellow’s argument that Algonquian languages should be regarded 
as being different from other languages. This argument underpins his subsequent claim that such 
languages lie beyond the reach of mainstream linguistic research into first language acquisition. 
  
The “Differentness” of Algonquian Languages: An “Orientalist” View of Language 

Said’s (1978) term “orientalism”, originally coined to refer to the depiction of eastern cultures by 
western artists and writers, has acquired a more general meaning and now refers to the way “the 
West” views cultures other than their own, including those of the indigenous peoples of the 
Americas. On this view the West tends to patronizingly view “other” cultures in a romantic light: 
each “race”, “culture”, “tribe”, as well as each language, is unique and has no connection to any 
other (people or language). Such an “essentialist” view is simplistically in opposition to a 
“universalist” view, which both acknowledges the uniqueness of each people (and language, etc.) 
and searches for connections among them. With respect to the world’s languages, it is 
empirically true that each is unique even while certain generalizations hold of all languages; this, 
as we have already mentioned, is what the term “linguistic universals” refers to. To reiterate, the 
theory of UG, to which Mellow takes such exception, was formulated in order to account for the 
existence of linguistic universals. Mellow argues for the superiority of the emergentist approach 
to linguistic analysis over the generative approach, claiming that the latter is “Eurocentric”. In so 
doing, however, he presents an ideological reading of scientific theory, claiming the supremacy 
of one theory over another on ideological rather than scientific grounds. In our view this is a 
misreading of the intent of both theories (and of any theory). More specifically, it is Mellow’s 
assertion that first language acquisition research on an Algonquian language should be conducted 
differently than for other languages because Algonquian languages are “different” (as opposed to 
being merely different, as all languages, by definition, clearly are from one another). This view, 
more generally, that languages of the Americas are “different” and thus lie outside of the realm 
of contemporary linguistic enquiry, is surely no more than orientalism.  

                                                
 15 For a complete list of CCLAS project community and academic presentations and 
publications see http://www.mun.ca/cclas/work_completed. 
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 Samson (2003: 210-212) provides another example of this view in arguing that Innu-aimun 
(Innu) should be given no formal presence in the school system in the Innu community of 
Sheshatshiu, Labrador:  

 When Innu-aimun is transferred into the villages, many of the basic 
categories, rules of correspondence between words and things, colloquialisms, 
humour, metaphors, and meanings no longer hold. A whole host of cultural, 
conceptual, and cognitive dilemmas surface when Innu-aimun is taught in the 
school in the earliest grades by Innu teaching aides. There is a certain existential 
absurdity in the learning of Innu-aimun, the language of a dynamic and mobile 
hunting society, in the confines of a classroom in a village. Learning the Innu 
language in the school involves stripping words and expressions of their referents, 
since what is being referred to in the classroom often does not exist in the 
community. And, conversely, many of the words and concepts that are central to 
village life have no equivalent in Innu-aimun. 

What Samson is saying, in effect, is that if Innu people are to continue to live in settlements, seek 
a modern education, and take part in modern life, they should abandon speaking Innu, and 
exclusively speak English; Innu should only be spoken out on the land in the pursuit of a 
traditional way of life. In taking this view, Samson essentially provides a modern day reiteration 
of the guiding principles of the residential school system, the architects of which had also 
concluded that the Innu language (and Aboriginal languages in general) lacked the functional 
capacity to deal with modern life. Ironically, Samson is in agreement with the views that 
Eurocentric advocates of the superiority of western progress and “civilization” have always 
subscribed to.  
 Not surprisingly, proponents of such views tend to have little understanding of the nuts and 
bolts of how languages work, or of linguistic theory; they are not, in other words, trained in 
linguistics. Samson, an anthropologist, fails to understand the most basic property of language, 
which is that it is not a static entity, frozen in time with no way of adapting. All languages 
change, and Innu is no exception: Like many other speech communities whose language is under 
pressure, the Innu have worked hard to keep their language current and vibrant, supplementing 
the lexicon in order to meet community needs.16 In 2009 Innu Nation assumed control over 
education with the foundation of the Innu School Board, giving Innu a prominent place in the 
curriculum.17 Clearly, a stance such as that taken by Samson or Mellow has the potential to be 
highly detrimental to language survival; if a language is perceived to be so different as to lie 
beyond the reach of contemporary scholarship or pedagogy, it becomes isolated and deprived of 
the benefits of scholarly research. Since scholarly linguistic research and the creation of language 
resources for community use feed one another recursively, it is important to promote 

                                                
 16 See http://www.innu-aimun.ca for an overview of language work undertaken by the Innu 
community in collaboration with linguists within the context of the Innu Language Grammar, 
Dictionary and Texts project (funded by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council 
for Canada’s Community-University Research Alliance program).  

17 Brittain & MacKenzie 2010a, 2010b discuss the crucial role of the school system in 
maintaining the vibrancy of Aboriginal languages. While these articles discuss Labrador Innu 
and Québec Cree (respectively), the points made are generalizable to any Aboriginal speech 
community.   
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collaborative research projects between linguists and speakers of Aboriginal languages.18 To 
publicly discourage such research alliances is irresponsible and a disservice to the people whose 
languages these are. Mellow (p. 92) even goes so far as to suggest that researchers working 
within a generative paradigm should not receive public funding (in effect, should not be 
employed): 
 

[W]ithin the larger socio-political context of publicly funded educational systems, 
recent criticism has argued that resources spent on research into linguistic 
universals results in fewer resources available to contribute to language 
preservation and revitalization … These resources include (a) funding for faculty 
positions, research grants, and student fellowships; (b) offering courses and 
degree programs (and time spent by students in those courses); and (c) using 
limited time of fluent elders. If a majority of these limited resources are allocated 
to CUG activities, this would appear to be an example of the colonialist pattern 
described by Battiste (1998): ‘Almost all universities have preserved Eurocentric 
knowledge and interpretive monopolies and generated gatekeepers of Eurocentric 
knowledge in the name of universal truth’ (p. 23).  
 

This argument rests on Mellow’s claim that a generative approach to the analysis of language is a 
colonialist approach, a claim so illogical that it takes considerable intellectual effort to even 
unpack and argue against. 
 Having explored these broader ideas, we turn now to considering the specifics. Mellow 
devotes much of his paper to discussing the generative approach to linguistics, but rather less 
time to explaining for the reader what emergentism is. In our next section we provide a brief 
overview of this approach to linguistic analysis.  
 
Emergentism 

We have thus far said something about what the generative approach is, but we have not 
yet defined emergentism. While it is proposed as a general theory of language (e.g., O’Grady, 
2005 on syntax; Boersma, 1998, and Hayes, Kirchner & Steriade 2004 on phonology), in 
practice it is most often applied to explain how children acquire language. Mellow provides a 
less than clear definition for the lay reader (p. 69): “[e]mergentism is a general approach to 
explanation in which a complex phenomenon is hypothesized to emerge from the aggregation, 
organization, and interaction of its basic, component parts within a particular context.” 
Emergentism, in fact, refers to a diverse body of thought. In a review of this literature, O’Grady 
(2010, pp.1-2) states:  

 
Although it is widely agreed that emergentist approaches to language necessarily 
stand in opposition to theories of the language faculty that posit an innate 
Universal Grammar [i.e., a generativist approach], other tenets of linguistic 
emergentism are less well defined and there is no consensus within the field as to 
how precisely the standard problems of linguistic analysis should be confronted. 
… Nonetheless, the starting point for a substantial portion of emergentist work 

                                                
 18 Brittain & MacKenzie 2011 discuss the dynamic relationship between undertaking 
scholarly linguistic research and the creation of community materials. 
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seems to involve a commitment to the following thesis 
 

 The emergentist thesis for language (O’Grady, 2010, p. 2) 
 The phenomena of language are best explained by reference to more basic non-
 linguistic (i.e., “non-grammatical”) factors and their interaction. 
 
Given this definition, not surprisingly, O’Grady concludes (p. 4) that “[t]here is, simply put, a 
need for an emergentist theory of grammar.” As emergentists freely admit (O'Grady among 
them) the unifying principle is linguistic emergentism's opposition to the linguistics developed 
over the last sixty years from the work originated by Chomsky. In other words, emergentism is 
a theory most simply defined in terms of what it stands in opposition to (generative 
programs). This is quite clearly seen in Mellow’s work. For Mellow, language learning 
proceeds along lines that can be accounted for in terms of the communicational needs of the 
child, her physiological and cognitive development, the nature of her social interactions, as 
well as the nature of the language in question. The path of acquisition will be different for 
each language, because each language is different. The focus is on allowing difference. 
However, none of these variables are ruled out under a generative approach. What the latter 
attempts, while allowing for the fact that each language is unique, is to account for 
similarities observed across languages in the acquisition process; a case in point here is the 
tendency for children to look for the most general grammatical rule and to over-apply it (for 
Cree, see Swain, 2008; Terry, 2010; Rose & Brittain, 2011). 

Mellow’s version of emergentism strongly de-emphasizes grammar, to the extent that 
he seems uncomfortable even using conventional grammatical terms; to avoid use of the term 
“subject” Mellow refers to “an entity that sees” (p. 74), and for “object” he uses “the entity 
who is seen” (p. 75). He is thus not concerned with accounting for acquisition in terms of 
how categories (e.g., nouns and verbs) and rules of grammar are acquired. This seems 
counterintuitive, given that all languages are complex rule-based systems. What do you do 
when you want to learn a new language? You learn the vocabulary and get a grammar so you 
can find the rules by which to assemble your new words into sentences. So why would 
Algonquian languages be any different? They are not. Algonquian languages are no less 
amenable than any other language type to a theory of acquisition in which children learn 
language by searching for the hidden rules of grammar. If it were Mellow’s contention that 
emergentism were a better theory of language acquisition for all languages, then we would 
be having a different debate. But his claim is that emergentism is a better theory of 
acquisition for Algonquian languages. Again, we return to the orientalist notion that these 
languages are “different”, that in fact children who learn to speak them are engaging in a 
substantially different type of activity than are children learning to speak languages that are 
not Algonquian. Mellow’s implication seems to be that Algonquian languages are not rule-
based; i.e., that they lack a grammar. With this hypothesis, we find echoes of the voices of 
the residential school system, where Aboriginal children had their mouths washed out with 
soap for speaking their own languages because they were judged to be an unfit tool for a 
“civilized” future.  
 We now take up the discussion of first language acquisition studies of Algonquian 
languages. 
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First Language Acquisition Studies and Algonquian Languages 
Mellow’s data-based discussion of L1 acquisition is limited to five sets of examples. On the 
acquisition of Anihshininiimowin (p. 84f), he discusses an “example of a useful interactional 
process…the exchange and joint expression of meanings by interlocutors across turns”, i.e., 
conversation – in this case a quite typical exchange between parent and infant in which the 
parent is clearly trying to figure out what the child is up to, and is asking for clarification: 
 
(1) Sylvia (the child)19 ᑯᑕ` 

kotak 
‘other’ 
  

Mother   e  
‘eh?’ 
 
 

Sylvia   ᑯᑕ` 
kotak  
‘other’ 
 

Mother   ᐊᒥ ᓇ ᐊᐦᐊᐁ. ᑯᑕ` ᑭᑕ̯ 
ami  na  ahawe  kotak kitas 

    oh    Q  that one  other your-pants  
‘Are those your other pants?’ 
 

Sylvia   ᑯᑕ`  ᑖ_     ᑯᑕ`  ᓂᑖ̯ 

kotak taac  (cf. adult form:  kotak ni-taas) 
    ‘other pants’    ‘other my-pants’ 
 

Mellow 2010 p. 85, example (6) 
 
Mellow sees the child being pushed “to use an utterance with two words” –  

a standard “motherese” or caretaker speech position, but acquisition literature of long standing 
sees caretakers trying to understand what the child is expressing and in the course of that 
providing well-formed expressions in the language, more data, that is, for her language 
acquisition device, her UG – in this case a yes/no question, knowledge of which the child 
certainly already has but which it cannot yet produce in adult form (Brown & Hanlon, 1970). 

In passing, note that Mellow’s critique of Honda & O’Neil’s 2004 discussion of 
“motherese” is another example of his choosing to not pay attention to his sources or to the 
relevant literature. For as Mellow’s parenthesis “2004, esp. p. 1” about their discussion of care-

                                                
19 The syllabics for “kotak” are ᑯᑕ` (and not, as Mellow has, ᑕ`); we use the corrected 

form throughout our example (1). 
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taker speech more or less admits, Honda and O’Neil have much more to say about it than he 
allows (Honda & O’Neil, 2004: 3-5), that more going into some detail about the nature and wide 
variability of care-taker speech, in the course of which, reducing motherese to a term without a 
definition other than the various ways caretakers speak to children. And they had even more to 
say about that but were limited by space. 

Moreover, by itself, caretaker speech can mislead a child; for example, Warlpiri mothers 
modify the meaning of words in ways that would utterly confuse a child if that were the only 
language input she received. Fortunately, there is the speech of other adults and ambient siblings 
providng the child with well-formed input and offsetting the mother’s speech (Laughren, 
1984).20 

These are not new or novel observations; for as long ago as Lila Gleitman's research, the 
way that caretakers talk to children has been understood to vary wildly from one culture to the 
next. Since children comprehend nearly all of what they hear – sometimes much to adults’ 
embarrassment, they are in fact annoyed by being addressed in the way that they themselves 
speak (Newport, Gleitman, & Gleitman, 1977; Scarborough & Wyckoff, 1986). Despite the 
variation, however, the result is the same: Children become flawless adult speakers of their 
ambient language(s). 

In a recent article on social media research, a sociologist comments on the way in which 
the research fits our intuitions, saying “It’s hard to imagine a result that we could get from these 
data that we wouldn’t subsequently be able to reconcile with what we already know about life 
…. If your standard for data-driven social science is that it deliver deeply counterintuitive yet 
still believable results, I’m not sure that’s possible” (Miller, 2011: 1814, quoting sociologist 
Duncan Watts). 

Science, however, should and does aim higher than this, forever disconfirming our 
fondest intuitions. We may say that the sun rises and sets or perceive the earth as flat, but we 
know better. And we may also believe that sentences are produced and comprehended as beads 
on a string and that parents are pushing their children to produce well-formed sentences, but 
extensive research indicates these intuitions are as wrong as our flat-Earth intuitions. 

The only other L1 acquisition data set offered in Mellow’s paper is a type-token 
comparison of constructions in English and Anihshininiimowin of adult child-directed speech, 
which we can infer from the ages associated with these data: “eleven months one week; eleven 
months three weeks; sixteen months; and nineteen months” (p. 79ff). Despite this confusion, it is 
not clear what to make of Mellow’s Table 1 Numbers of Tokens of Different Anihshininiimowin 
Constructions in Adult Speech (p. 79). 

In any case, the point of the comparison between English and Anihshininiimowin is hard 
to evaluate: In both cases adults make statements, commands (“directives”), and questions, both 
yes/no and content questions – the three universal ways in which thought is expressed in 
language. In the data that Mellow cites, the different sets of speakers do them in different 
percentages. But beyond that, what is there to say? For the number of tokens for 
                                                
 20 An “ambient” language refers to the language the child is acquiring, dependent on the 
language environment. For a child living in a Cree-speaking environment, acquiring Cree as a 
first language, Cree is the ambient language. “Ambient siblings” (and ambient adults) are 
speakers of the child’s ambient language, her linguistic role models. 
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Anihshininiimowin is quite small (130) while the number in the comparison sets for English runs 
from large to enormous: nearly 17,000 child-directed utterances and 6.4 million words of 
conversation (Cameron-Faulkner, Lieven, & Tomasello [2003] and Biber, Johansson, Leech, 
Conrad, & Finegan [1999], respectively). Not surprisingly – what else is there to expect -- these 
data “indicate that a variety of constructions are used in Anihshininiimowin and English and in 
conversation and child-directed speech” (pp. 79-80). Beyond that, nothing interesting can be said 
by way of comparison between these sets of data. 

The point that Mellow really wants to drive home here is that in child-directed 
Anihshininiimowin, 70% of the utterances do not have a subject nominal, an observation meant 
to undercut Brittain’s “imperceptible”-elements analysis and such analyses in general. Note, 
however, that fifty-one of the ninety-one subject-less Anihshininiimowin utterances are 
“directives” (i.e., emergentist-speak for imperatives), for which in many of world’s languages, 
including those of the Algonquian family, the subject is unspoken.21 Setting the imperative data 
aside, we see from Table 1 that the number of utterances with an expressed subject is statistically 
indistinguishable from the number of subject-less utterances: 39:40. Moreover, there is no 
comparison data for English child-directed speech. Thus, we are left with the assertion that these 
numbers are important but without any validation of their importance. 

Turning now to current and detailed research on L1 acquisition, work that carefully 
examines how young children learn their mother tongue, we note that such studies typically 
follow the language-learning journey of a small cohort of children, via video-recording, to 
assemble a video diary of their progress in learning grammar and vocabulary. One of the most 
ambitious acquisition studies, in scale and in detail, is the Chisasibi Child Language Acquisition 
Study (CCLAS), which focuses on (Northern East) Cree. Begun in 2004, the CCLAS project 
(www.mun.ca/cclas) video-recorded six children growing up in Cree-speaking homes in 
Chisasibi, northern Québec. Recordings were made of the children in their own homes, 
interacting with a Cree-speaking adult, at regular intervals across a 30 month period between 
2004 and 2007, resulting in a database which covers the major language learning years 
(approximately, ages 2 to 6). As we have mentioned, one of us (Brittain) is the director of this 
project. Research on the acquisition of phonetics-phonology (Bryant, 2013; Dyck, Brittain & 
MacKenzie, 2006; Knee, 2012; O’Neill, 2013; Rose, Brittain, Dyck, & Swain, 2010; Swain, 
2008; Thorburn, 2010, 2014) and morphology-syntax (Brittain, 2014; Johansson, 2012a; Terry, 
2010) is ongoing within the context of CCLAS. Thorburn 2012 is a resource that has been 
developed specifically for Speech-Language clinicians working with children whose first 
language is Cree. Both child speech and child-directed (adult) speech were recorded in high 
fidelity. All of the child speech has been transcribed into the International Phonetic Alphabet 
(IPA) under double-blind conditions to ensure accuracy of representation. For each child 
utterance, a “target” form was obtained.22 Comparison of the target forms with the child forms 
provides the required detail for determining what stage the child is at in the acquisition process. 
                                                
 21 For example, child-directed speech for one session recorded with CCLAS participant 
(code-named) Billy at age five years five months contains 22 imperative verbs (out of a total of 
324 verbs). Not one of these imperative forms has a subject noun.  
 22 The “target” form is a version of the child’s utterance provided by an adult Cree speaker. 
This provides a good adult model against which to measure the child utterance. Targets are 
obtained for all child utterances but are especially crucial in the case of the very young children, 
whose productions often fall short of the adult target. 
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The adult side of the conversation for each video session provides the context for the child 
speech. Both child and adult speech have been transcribed in roman orthography and translated 
(into English).23 Each Cree utterance is parsed into meaningful parts (morphemes) and glossed 
for grammatical information. We show in (2-4), some typical child speech records from 
Johansson’s (2012a) study of first language acquisition in Cree.24 In all three examples, the child, 
code-named Billy, is aged 4 years and 6 months. In (2), comparison of what the child actually 
said (Actual IPA) with the adult model version of the same (Adult IPA), shows that he has adult-
like competence over several types of suffixes. 

 
(2) Nimui pimi=piyi=h=â=w wîyi. 
 not move=inchoative=causative=direct=3 3 
 p,neg initial=vintr.fin=vta.fin=thm=IIN pro  
 'He doesn't drive one (dirt bike) himself.' 
 

 Target IPA (Adult form): [nmʊwi  pɪm=pi=h=a=w  wɪj] 
 Actual IPA (Child form): [mwi  bɪm=bi=h=a=w  wɪ] 

(B3-2005-11-22#780)  
 

By contrast, in (3), comparison of the actual and target forms shows that Billy’s production falls 
short of the target: He fails to produce the first (or the second) morpheme, as well as the final 
morpheme, the Independent verbal inflection for a first or second person subject (orthography -n, 
IPA [n]).25  Such omissions, produced in consistent patterns, provide valuable information about 
the course of grammatical development in Cree.  

 
 

 
 

 
 

                                                
 23 The community uses a syllabic orthography, which can be automatically generated from 
the roman orthography used in the CCLAS database. 
 24 The following abbreviations are used: 2=second person; 3=third person; 1/2 
=first/second person; CIN=conjunct indicative neutral; IIN=Independent Indicative Neutral; 
loc=locative; p,aff=affirmative particle; p,dem.pxl=proximal demonstrative particle; pl=plural; 
p,neg=negative particle; pvb=preverb; pro=pronoun; thm=theme sign; vintr.fin=intransitive verb 
final. 
 25 Billy’s first morpheme in this word is [ʃɪ] – at the time of writing we are unable to 
determine whether he is producing the second person pronoun (chi-) or the past tense preverb 
(chih-) as they are similar in sound. With more detailed analysis of other language samples 
containing these two morphemes, it will be possible to determine with greater confidence which 
morpheme he has omitted here. 
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(3)  a. Chi=chîh pâhkâ=piyi=n  
  2=past bleed=inchoative=1/2 
  2=pvb initial=vintr.fin=IIN 
  'Did you bleed?' 
 
  Target: [ʧ=ʧih   pahka=pi=n] 
  Actual: [_=ʃɪ  bajɡa=bɪ=_] 

(B3-2005-11-22#512) 
 
 b. Adult response 
  Kâ chikimushich utih châkwân. 
  'There was something (diminutive) stuck here.' 
 
  Îhî apishîsh nichîh pâhkâpiyishin nimui kiyipwâ nâshch mishtîh. 
  'Yes, I was bleeding a little, not too much.' 
 
 
 Clearly, careful transcription of child and target forms is essential for this type of research; 
without such detail it is not possible to determine the child’s language development.  

 Child productions can also be grammatical and yet still not be quite “on target” (what an 
adult would say). To catch these kinds of subtler acquisition “errors”, all of the child productions 
are checked with an adult native speaker of Cree. In the same session (age 4 years, 7 months) 
Billy produces a grammatically correct form of the passive, which is nevertheless judged by an 
adult to be “not quite what an adult would say.” 
 

(4) Inappropriate use of 'do'-passive  
 a. U=tâh âhtut=ikiniwi=ch kiyipwâ? 
  this=loc do=passive.3=3.pl of.course 
  p,dem.pxl=loc initial=passive=CIN p,aff 
  'How you do this?’ 
 

  Target (Adult form): [o=ˈdæ  tot=ɛkəәnowi=tʃ  kibɑ]  
  Actual (Child from): [o=daː  dod=anʊwɪ=tʃ  kɑː] 
 

 (B3-2006-01-10#139)  

(Translator comment: Correct verb composition but non-target sentence structure.) 
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 b. Adult response:  
  Tâpâ nichischâyimâu. 
  'I don't know.' 

 
Brittain, Dyck, Rose & MacKenzie, 2007 provides an overview of the methodology developed 
by CCLAS to enable the research to be replicated by any other community wishing to establish 
an acquisition project.  
 Although Mellow’s article was published in 2010, and although the CCLAS project is 
clearly very relevant to the issue he is writing about (and has had a web presence since 2004), he 
does not mention it. A minimal level of adequate scholarly research demands that Mellow should 
have at least acknowledged the existence of such an important study.  
 His discussion of Algonquian first language acquisition research focuses on a small study 
made in the mid-1980s in northern Ontario in which one child learning Anihshininiimowin (also 
known as Oji-Cree) was audio-recorded at intervals between 11 and 40 months. The speech 
gathered in this study is published in Upper & McKay (1987a,b, 1988) and Upper (1993). The 
only other analyses (to our knowledge) to have drawn on this data set are Mellow’s own (1988) 
generativist analysis, and Hack & Mellow’s (2007) emergentist analysis. Mellow 1988 is, to our 
knowledge, the first attempt to provide a generative account of the acquisition of an Algonquian 
language, although he disingenuously fails to cite his own contribution in his 2010 attack on such 
accounts. (Also, Mellow 1990 provides a generative analysis of Cree noun incorporation.) One 
cannot help but speculate on whether his current vitriol against all things generative stems from 
some cathartic conversion: Like Paul on the road to Damascus, did he abandon Chomsky and 
dedicate the rest of his career to distancing himself from his theoretical roots? 

Though pioneering in its day, set aside the 21st century methodologies of data collection 
and organization of the CCLAS project, the Upper and McKay study has serious shortcomings in 
terms of the level of detail it provides of Sylvia’s language. The audio recordings on which the 
transcriptions are based were apparently not available to Mellow several years ago (personal 
communication with Brittain, Mellow, 2006), and presumably remain unavailable, and the 
transcriptions themselves are not in IPA, but in (syllabic) orthography. Although some attempt to 
record child form and target forms has been made, as evidenced by Mellow’s example (6), our 
example (1), where the target form kotak ni-tass (‘other my-pants’) is provided alongside the 
shortened child form kotak taac (the first person possessor prefix is missing), syllabics cannot 
provide the level of phonetic detail required to undertake acquisition research. Compounding this 
issue is the fact that Upper and McKay have marked vowel length infrequently and apparently at 
random in the syllabic orthography; unless vowels are marked for length (long versus short), the 
actual vowel quality cannot be determined, making it impossible to determine anything much 
about the child’s linguistic development. In Upper & McKay 1988, for example (p. 80), the 2nd 
person pronoun kiin (long vowel) is represented in syllabics without the length mark, as is the 1st 
person pronoun niin. According to Upper & McKay (p. 3) “[a] phonetic transcription for the 
children’s speech is provided in the left-hand column directly after the syllabic transcription.” 
However, the roman orthographic representation of the child’s (and the adult’s) speech is not 
phonetic transcription; it is, more accurately, a transliteration of syllabics into roman and thus 
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captures none of the phonetic detail necessary for acquisition research.26 In short, syllabics 
provide nothing like the type of detail required to track patterns in L1 acquisition, where, as we 
have shown in our brief discussion of the CCLAS data, comparison of the child’s actual 
productions recorded in IPA with the target forms (also recorded in IPA) is crucial. It is in fact 
unclear from Mellow’s discussion of the data, which is also not glossed for morphology, how 
any serious scientific work on acquisition is to be done using this corpus.  

 We mention the serious short-comings of the Upper and McKay material not to extol the 
CCLAS project database, nor to denigrate the work that took place nearly two decades earlier, 
but to make the point that in any serious work of scholarship that attempts to evaluate approaches 
to L1 acquisition studies of Algonquian languages, all the relevant issues pertaining to the 
research should be discussed: It is not acceptable to gloss over shortcomings of some studies or 
to completely ignore other studies merely to argue one’s own point of view. As responsible 
researchers we owe it to the speech communities within which such studies have been conducted 
not to misrepresent the facts through omission as Mellow does. His article is specifically about 
L1 acquisition studies of Algonquian languages – setting aside the Upper & McKay material, 
CCLAS is the only such study in existence.27 The single most important factor in determining the 
survival of any language is inter-generational transmission; if Aboriginal languages are to 
survive, they must continue to be acquired by children. What makes the CCLAS project so 
important, and the neglect of it so inexcusable in Mellow’s article, is the fact that it takes the 
acquisition of a North American Aboriginal language as its object of study.  

 We refer the reader to Brittain, Dyck, Rose, & MacKenzie, 2007 for an overview of the 
philosophy behind the methodological decisions made by the research team in close 
collaboration with the community of Chisasibi. The motivating factors for embarking on CCLAS 
were threefold – (a) to study L1 acquisition in Cree; (b) to create resources to support the Cree 
language (for use by professionals in the education and health sectors); (c) to enrich the 
descriptive work on Cree grammar. In fact it was just because theories of how children learn to 
speak their first language are so heavily shaped by the study of the large Indo-European 
languages (such as English) that the CCLAS research team set out to study L1 acquisition in 
                                                

26 Upper & McKay’s representation of the child utterance (p. 40)  mammii, na, niis 
(“Mommy, look, nice”) provides a good example of the kinds of problems with which this 
manuscript is fraught. The syllabic representation of “mommy” is an attempt to spell the English 
word “mommy” (the syllabic form given represents the double ‘m’ in the spelling of the English 
word). Furthermore, because syllabics cannot represent the full inventory of vowels that exist for 
English, the word “nice” is represented with the wrong vowel (roman “niis”) – we do not know if 
this is what Sylvia actually said, or if this is just the closest to the English that can be represented 
in syllabics. We note too that na does not mean “look”, but is a demonstrative pronoun. While 
functionally, the child uses the pronoun to mean ‘look”, it is not a translation and such details 
should be noted. 
 27 CCLAS is not, of course, the only large-scale L1 acquisition study of a language 
indigenous to the Americas. Mayan and Inuit languages, for example, are particularly well-
represented in the literature: For Inuktitut see Allen 1996, 1998, 2000, 2009; Allen & Crago 
1989, 1996; Allen & Schröder 2003; Crago & Allen 1998, 2001; Fortescue 1985; Fortescue & 
Olsen 1992; Parkinson 2000; Skarabela 2007; Skarabela & Allen 2002, 2004, 2010; Swift & 
Allen 2002a,b; for Mayan languages see Brown 1997, 1998a,b,c,d; Mateo Pedro 2011; Pye 1983, 
1991, 2001; Shneidman & Goldin-Meadow 2012. 
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Cree; a major reason for embarking on this research was to redress the current imbalance. The 
CCLAS project data will shortly be made available to the research community.28   

 This or that theory aside, we disagree with Mellow’s claim that what is key to an L1 
acquisition study is the type of theoretical approach one chooses for data analysis. This is to take 
an extremely “linguist-centric” view of the issue. What matters most is that (any) linguistic 
research undertaken in collaboration with indigenous communities be tailored primarily with 
community needs in mind, needs defined by the community, be it the creation of resources such 
as dictionaries, grammars and curriculum materials, or the meaningful integration of members of 
the speech community into language projects which offer training and employment. Prioritizing 
the needs of the speech community is theory-independent. Mellow makes the mistake of 
equating the theoretical approach with the plan to ensure benefits flow back to the speech 
community; for Mellow it is the theoretical approach itself – emergentism – which provides a 
“valid and educationally useful analysis of Sylvia’s use and gradual acquisition of 
Anihshininiimowin” (Mellow 2010:69). This is to misunderstand, or to fail to take account of, 
the years of scholarship which places community needs at the centre of the research regardless of 
the theoretical stance of researchers, of which the work of the late Ken Hale is the most 
outstanding contemporary example  (Halle & Richards 2007; Keyser 2003).29 Also neglected is 
the literature which details how this goal is to be achieved (e.g., Crystal 2000; Grenoble and 
Whaley 2006).  
 What are the goals of linguistic work undertaken in partnership with Aboriginal speech 
communities? We think these are twofold: (1) descriptive – to list the words of a language and to 
uncover the grammatical principles by which they are organized, and (2) analytical – to account 
for the observed patterns according to some theoretical model, enabling us to make better sense 
of the phenomenon that is language. Individual linguists have different theoretical preferences 
and some of us draw on more than one theoretical model. The fact remains that the descriptive 
work is basic no matter what theory is later drawn on for analysis. It is on the descriptive work 
that curricular materials and so on are based. For Mellow to claim that there is a link between the 
theoretical framework a researcher adopts and the educational materials developed by the 
researcher reveals a basic misunderstanding of the process through which linguists and speech 
communities work together. To take a relevant example, as we have mentioned, a principal goal 
of the CCLAS project is to describe how children acquire Cree. To do this we study the child 
speech, but we also study relevant aspects of the adult grammar, the (target) system that the child 
is working toward acquiring. Much of our work therefore consists of exploring areas of Cree 
grammar which have not yet been documented. On the basis of this descriptive work on both 
adult and child grammars, community materials are developed (e.g. Thorburn’s 2012 guide for 
speech-language pathologists who work in Cree communities; Junker, MacKenzie & Brittain’s 
2012 grammatical sketch of Cree for non-Cree speaking teachers). This same descriptive 
material is used as the basis for theoretical analysis: linguists, drawing on their preferred 
theoretical framework(s), attempt to make sense of patterns in the data in order to better 
                                                

28 The subset of CCLAS child data that has thus far been transcribed, translated and parsed, 
along with the associated sound files, is now publicly available through the Child Language Data 
Exchange System (http://childes.psy.cmu.edu). 

29  During his lifetime, Hale did more than any other linguist to support indigenous 
communities and their languages. Thus Mellow’s brief discussion of Hale’s contribution to the 
study of endangered languages and universals (p. 90) is amazingly myopic. 
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understand Cree grammar and how it is acquired, and the phenomenon of language in general 
and how it is acquired The point (that Mellow seems to miss) is that the theoretical research is 
separate from the research undertaken to produce educational materials and other resources. 
 

 
Linguistics 
Data 
In this section, we set the record straight with respect to Mellow’s attempts to interpret Brittain 
2001 for the non-specialist reader. We discuss first his analysis of how the simple Naskapi word-
sentence chiwâpimin ‘you (sg.) see me’ is processed. We then provide a brief discussion of how 
a Cree/Naskapi simple question works in order to show that Cree/Naskapi and English do in fact, 
contrary to Mellow’s claim, form questions in remarkably similar ways.  
 

Linear Processing  
Mellow contrasts two analyses of the Naskapi sentence chiwâpimin ‘you (sg.) see me’ (p. 72ff): 
emergentist vs. generative. According to Mellow, Brittain’s 2001 analysis of this word-sentence 
[provides] “a clear and detailed explanation of the [Chomsky’s Universal Grammar] analysis and 
its assumptions”. He then contrasts “the CUG approach [which] proposes an extremely abstract 
analysis of this word, including hypothetical elements that are always imperceptible and/or move 
in a direction that is the reverse of the stream of speech” (p. 73), with an emergentist analysis of 
the same Naskapi word. His reasoning is, however, based on a misanalysis of the data. He asserts 
that as “language processing occurs in a linear stream of production of comprehension, chi- 
combines with wâpam and resolves the requirement for an entity that sees”. However, the second 
person prefix chi-, the leftmost morpheme in the complex, at this point in the stream of sound 
(assuming linear processing) could be interpreted as either the subject (“the one who sees”), or 
the object (“the one who is seen”). This point is made clear by the data in (5), where we contrast 
the “direct” and “inverse” forms of this verb. In (5a), chi- encodes subject and in (5b) chi- 
encodes the object. 
 

(5a)  chi-wâpim-i-n  
 2(subject)-see-direct-non3 

 “You.sg see me” 
 

(5b)  chi-wâpim-iti-n  
 2(object)-see-inverse-non3 

 “I see you.sg” 
The transitive animate verb in Algonquian is quite complex but we do not need to enter into too 
much technical detail to see from (5) that the 2nd person prefix chi- can be either subject or 
object. In forms which have the “direct” suffix, chi- encodes the subject (5a), and in forms which 
have the inverse suffix chi- encodes the object (5b). The inverse and direct suffixes are referred 
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to as “theme signs”. It is not until the listener hears the theme sign that the grammatical function 
of the 2nd person prefix chi- is known:  

 
(6a)  chi-wâpim-i- 

 2-see-direct (chi- = subject) you(sg) see me 
 

(6b)  chi-wâpim-iti- 
 2-see-inverse (chi- = object) I see you(sg) 

Mellow is thus clearly in error when he states that “as language processing occurs in a linear 
stream … chi- combines with wâpim and resolves the requirement for an entity that sees”. His 
claim is that prior to hearing the theme sign morphology chi- is interpretable in chiwâpimin as 
subject; it is not. 

It would appear that Mellow simply assumes by looking only at the direct form of the verb that 
the order of pieces is like English (Subject Verb Object) – so chi- is subject because, like its 
English counterpart, it is in initial position. 
(7) Mellow 2010 p. 72, example (1) 

 chi-  wâpim  -i -n 
 you-  see  -me -FC:loc  

 Subject  Verb           Object                  [JB and WO’N’s addition] 
 “You (singular) see me.” 

 
The inverse form, which shows the Algonquian verb to be more complex, is discussed in detail 
by Brittain 2001, but ignored by Mellow. 
(8)  chi-  wâpim -iti -n  

 you-  see  -I -FC:loc 
 Object         Verb           Subject      [JB and WO’N’s addition] 

 “I see you.sg” 
 

Mellow chooses to present less than the whole picture in order to drive home his point. By 
choosing to focus only on the direct form of the Algonquian transitive animate verb the reader is 
presented with an out of context discussion of the basic facts of Algonquian morphology.  

What, then, is the relationship between Mellow’s linear, beads-on-a-string syntactic 
analysis and a structured and hierarchical one? 

From the point of view of sentence production, next to nothing is known, though clearly 
Mellow’s linear approach is wrong, for a person surely does not speak without knowing what he 
or she intends to say or speak about until reaching the final word or morpheme of an utterance. 
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On the other hand, there is a good deal of evidence that comprehension follows a two-
track analysis-by-synthesis path: linear perception and nearly simultaneous generation of a 
hierarchical, unordered structure to ensure that what was linearly perceived does in fact 
accurately compute (Bever, 2009; Halle and & Stevens, 1962  – see Bever for references to work 
in support of this view). 

To elaborate on this point: A sentence, whether in English or Western Naskapi, is not 
simply processed on a time line from start to finish a fact that both ambiguous (hitchhikers may 
be fleeing prisoners; Emma looked over the fence) and “garden-path” (the government plans to 
raise taxes were defeated) phrases and sentences reveal. Moreover, as we have seen from our 
explication of chiwâpimin ‘you (sg.) see me’, in language the listener often doesn’t know what to 
make of a sentence until a crucial morpheme is reached. 

The notion that syntactic structures are built from right to left is a common 
misunderstanding, based perhaps on the fact that structures have to be laid out in two-
dimensional space in print. However, the actual claim is that structural elements are hierarchical 
but unordered. Because speech occurs in real time, linearity is imposed by phonology. 

The assumption that the structure of a language is as trivial as Mellow makes it out to be 
is part of no one’s linguistic agenda: From traditional grammatical sentence diagramming to the 
constituent-structure boxes of structural grammar to the rooted tree graphs of generative 
grammar, all serious linguistic theories have posited articulated, hierarchical structures for the 
words, phrases, and sentences of language. 

 
Making Questions in Naskapi and English 

Mellow also takes issue with Brittain’s 2001 “CUG” (to paraphrase) analysis of Western 
Naskapi because, he claims, it imposes an English structure on the Algonquian language (p. 75): 

The CUG approach assumes an extensive set of Eurocentric universals. The 
abstract construct of a derivation involving movement (or transformations) was 
originally proposed to provide a general account of English sentences such as … 
Who can you see? In order to maintain that the declarative structure is basic, the 
English interrogative structure is hypothesized to be formed by … moving who to 
the beginning of the sentence. On the basis of derivational analyses of English and 
similar languages, the CUG theory claims that there is a universal clause structure 
that is similar to the English declarative structure, with words and phrases that the 
subject, the verb, and, for transitive verbal meanings, the object. Because Brittain 
(2001…) proposed a CUG analysis that assumes these Anglo-centric or 
Eurocentric universals, the resulting analysis of Western Naskapi is extremely 
abstract and complex. 

Let’s examine what Mellow means here by considering some actual data. By 
“movement” (also known as “transformation” and “internal Merge”, Mellow is referring to the 
following phenomenon, which can be readily illustrated in English, but also in any number and 
variety of other languages (including non-Indo-European languages). In (9a), we show a regular 
simple question formed with who. In (9b), although who is at the end of the sentence, it is still 
grammatical if the speaker inflects his or her voice to turn it into a question. (One strategy 
English employs to form questions is to raise the voice at the end of the sentence.)   
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(9a) Who will the cat scratch? 
(9b) The cat will scratch who? 

Although (9a) is more common, (9b) is often used in preference to (9b) if the speaker has heard 
The cat will scratch ___?___ (the cat will scratch someone but I didn’t hear who) - it’s called an 
echo question, asking just for the identity of the person who will get scratched. Quiz-show style 
also uses embedded questions like (9b), as in “It is your view that the cat will scratch who?” 

So what we see here is that who can occupy two positions in the sentence: normally who 
is at the beginning of the sentence, but sometimes it can be at the end, in its point of 
interpretation as the object/patient of scratch. In generative theory the relationship between (9a) 
and (9b) is captured by proposing that (b) is the basic form, and (a) is “derived” from (b) by 
movement (or transformation): Move who upward and leftwards to the beginning of the sentence 
to create a question. Will also moves to form a question in English. (We represent the moved 
words with a strike through in 10). 
(10) Who will the cat will scratch who? 

Notice in this version we don’t need rising intonation to make it a question, for movement alone 
of who (and will) makes it a question. There is evidence that this is the correct analysis. The verb 
scratch is used transitively here – the sentence has a subject and an object. We can see clearly in 
(9b) the subject is the cat and the object is who. The word order in English is subject-verb-object, 
and who follows the verb. It is the object, and so its original position is to the right of the verb.  
 Mellow is simply wrong when he says “the CUG theory claims that there is a universal 
clause structure that is similar to the English declarative structure” (though it is hard to know 
what “similar” means). The word order for a basic simple English declarative clause is subject-
verb-object (SVO). Other languages have different basic word orders: Japanese, Tibetan (SOV); 
Irish, Scots Gaelic, Squamish (VSO); Malagasy (VOS). Setting this error aside, we can say more 
about Mellow’s objection to Brittain’s treatment of Naskapi questions by examining the actual 
data. In (11a), “you” is the subject, the one doing the cooking, and châkwân “what” is the object. 
In questions, the “conjunct” form of the verb is used. Notice that it is ungrammatical (indicated 
by the * in (11b) to use the question form of the verb “you cook” pâminuwâyin with the word 
order switched around.  
 (11a) Western Naskapi       
 Châkwân pâminuwâyin? 
  châkwân  pâminuwâ-yin 
 what   cook-Conjunct(2.sg) 
 'What are you cooking?' 

 
(11b) *Pâminuwâyin châkwân? 

Brittain 2001, page 158 
In (12), châkwân can appear to the right of the verb “cook” without creating ungrammaticality, 
but notice that (12) is not a question, but a declarative statement. The Independent form of the 
verb is used and châkwân loses its status as a question word; in (12) it means “something” while 
in 11a) it means, literally “which something” (“what”). 
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(12) Chi-piminuwâ-n châkwân. 
 chi-piminuwâ-n   châkwân 
 2-cook-Independent(1/2.sg) something 
 ‘You’re cooking something.’ 
 

The contrast between (11) and (12) shows that to form a question in Naskapi châkwân 
moves. Other things happen – the verb will have Conjunct as opposed to Independent inflection 
– but the fact that châkwân differs in location in (11) as opposed to (12) is an empirical fact. If 
we want to say something interesting about the nature of language in general, we can observe 
that in fact English questions of the type shown in (9a) are formed in the same way as Naskapi 
(and Innu and Cree) questions (11a). For Mellow to claim that this observation “assumes (these) 
Anglo-centric or Eurocentric universals” is simply wrong. 

 Clearly Mellow has made a mess of the linguistic data as well as theory -- his use and 
interpretation of it, and his attention to it. For a paper that seeks to defend Native and Aboriginal 
languages and cultures from Eurocentric and post-colonial invasion, this is inexcusable. Driven 
by ideology and an odd sort of political correctness, he misleads his audience. Why? We now 
seek to answer this question. 
 

Ideology 
The weak and misleading science of Mellow’s argument having been exposed – his unsupported 
assertions, factual errors, and other limitations – it is difficult to credit Mellow’s clouding all of 
this over with the mist of the terms colonialism and Eurocentricism, for this clouding over plays 
no real role, only an obfuscating one in Mellow’s attempt to argue against universals and for 
emergentism. 

Let us then examine, the foundations of Mellow’s own theoretical positions, starting with 
emergentism. It derives from the thought of John Stuart Mill, a loyal servant – as was his father –  
of the East India Company and a firm supporter of the Empire’s obligation to “civilize” the 
benighted people of India and its empire generally, even if this meant killing them in the service 
of civilization (Mill 1859, and see Chomsky 2012: 121-123 for discussion). On the other hand, 
Mill was confusion at work: He was opposed to slavery and had a strong sense of the 
universality of human rights. 

Moreover, the approaches to linguistic analysis that Mellow adopts follow directly from 
the thought of the Western world that he finds so offensive: Construction Grammar, 
Functionalism, Head-driven Phase Structure Grammar, and Connectionism. 

Indeed, some aspects of emergentism have a nearer to contemporary Eurocentric 
foundation, for emergentism is merely a latter day version, in new clothing, of the totally 
vacuous form of behaviourism championed in the U.S. and England, behaviourism that was long 
ago declared scientifically bankrupt (Chomsky 1959). Mellow is very clear about emergentism’s 
Skinnerian S-R foundation, clearer than he is about anything else in his pantheon of beliefs: “the 
many specific and complex grammatical properties of a language result from automatized 
computation routines that gradually emerge and accumulate after the repeated processing of 
thousands and thousands of words and constructions by an efficiency-driven, linear 
computational system” (p. 83), of which his emergentist analysis of chiwâpimin ‘you (sg.) see 
me’ is a failed example. 
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It was predictable that once computers became powerful enough there would be a return 
to corpus linguistics and behaviourism, connectionism being one outcome of that growth, as are 
some of the other Eurocentric tendencies Mellow mentions. The reappearance of behaviourism 
in the guise of connectionism could well follow from behaviourism being one of the innate [sic] 
properties of the human mind, at odds with the similarly innate [sic] science-forming faculty of 
mind. Mellow’s paper, with its sustained attack on linguistic universals and UG, is firmly in the 
former, neo-behaviourist camp, into which he has mixed the colonialist and Eurocentric 
accusations. The science-forming faculty of mind is not at work in his paper. 

 

The ongoing debate over Universal Grammar 
Recently there has been a good deal of energy, in addition to Mellow’s derivative effort, spent on 
denying the existence of linguistic universals. Expressions of this denial are found in major 
publications (Dunn, Greenhill, Levinson, & Gray, 2011; Evans & Levinson, 2009), as well as in 
minor ones; Satterfield 2010 (p. 523), for example, citing no support, nevertheless concludes: 

Given [their] mission of scientific enterprise, it is difficult not to take the authors 
to task for invoking innate predisposition (e.g., Universal Grammar [UG] and, by 
extension, universal parameters) as true explanation for the acquisition of 
linguistic knowledge. Problematically, this assumption hinges on a loose 
conceptualization of UG that to date has been neither sufficiently articulated nor 
empirically grounded to merit such strong claims. It seems unlikely that other 
scientific disciplines would accept without argument such an a priori 
pronouncement as foundational precept, but it is perhaps symptomatic of the 
relative youth of a field like linguistics that such occurrences are so frequent. 

Satterfield is apparently unaware of the fact that astrophysics can’t account for 80% of 
what’s out there, weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPS) being a theoretical solution but 
an unconfirmed one. Thus, unless very recent WIMP sightings are confirmed, astrophysics is in 
far worse shape than linguistics.   

Mellow takes Evans & Levinson 2009 – a Brain and Behavorial Sciences focus article – 
as one of his anti-UG/universals texts; however, the commentaries in response to Evans and 
Levinson reveal that of the thirteen submitted by working linguists, eleven argue persuasively for 
linguistic universals and UG. Moreover, none of the commentators use the words “Euro-centric” 
and “colonial”, the terms Mellow uses extensively in lieu of argumentation. Among the eleven 
pro-universals comments is one by Jackendoff and Pinker, whom Mellow cites as Chomsky’s 
opponents (p. 86). But their quarrel with Chomsky is over theoretical details and the claim for 
the primacy of recursion in language design (Hauser, Chomsky, & Fitch, 2002), not over 
universals and UG, with which they heartily concur.30 Jackendoff simply yearns for a return to 
pre-minimalist UG. Note also, that Dan Everett, now largely discredited in the scientific 
literature, but nevertheless one of Mellow’s favoured sources of support, is not among the peer 
commentators.31 

                                                
 30 The publication of Chomsky’s 1995 book “The Minimalist Program” represents an 
important stage in the development of the generative theoretical model. 

31 For discussion, see Roeper & Speas (2014).  
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As for his Mellow’s compendium of critiques of UG (pp. 86-90) under the heading  
Psycholinguistic uninterpretability, there is a considerable amount of psycholinguistic work in 
support of the minimalist program, UG, and principles and parameters, etc. that Mellow neglects 
to cite: Work by Ken Wexler 
(http://web.mit.edu/linguistics/people/faculty/wexler/publications.html) and Thomas Bever 
(http://dingo.sbs.arizona.edu/~tgb/papers.html), for example, and processing work by Robert 
Berwick, dating back to Berwick & Weinberg 1984. 
 Mellow misrepresents the linguistic theory he opposes, caricaturing it egregiously though 
he was linguistically educated at McGill University, a center of theoretical linguistics of the kind 
he did as a graduate student.  

Most egregious is Mellow’s list of the four claims that motivate UG-based analyses (p. 
75):  

“all sentences in all human languages have one underlying universal structure; 
“this universal structure corresponds to the English declarative structure that is common 

in written, formal English registers; 
“Algonquian languages have this universal structure; and 

“compared to English, Algonquian languages deviate from the normal pattern because 
their components within this structure are extremely abstract, imperceptible elements.” 

If taken literally, the first claim is nonsense; the others simply neglect the extensive work 
on the world’s languages that has been done over the past several decades, work that captures 
both the language-universal and language-particular nature of these languages – all of which 
contain unspoken but hardly imperceptible elements. The list of linguists involved in this 
enterprise is a very long one, running from A to Z and including work that is both technical and 
popular; for example: Anderson 2008, Baker 2001,…Yang 2006, Zubizaretta 1998. 

 

Concluding Remarks 
Mellow’s stated attempt in his 2010 paper is (p. 69) “to create a foundation for a non-colonialist 
approach to the study of first language acquisition of the Algonquian language … 
Anihshininiimowin”. However, given that the source data are not detailed enough to serve as the 
basis of a rigorous L1 study, one wonders what this paper is in fact about. We can only assume 
that the major intent of this piece is to discredit the work of his colleagues (as we are, in the 
wider sense of being members of a linguist community whose work focuses on the Aboriginal 
languages of the Americas). Of greatest concern to us, through omission and misrepresentation 
of the facts, including even the most basic facts of how Algonquian grammar works, Mellow 
attempts to discredit us in the eyes of our Aboriginal colleagues, and to discredit the work we 
participate in to support the languages. He has also gone so far as to suggest we should not be 
employed as teachers in public institutions and should not receive public finds for research. 
While scholarship rests on freedom of expression, what is expressed must be backed up by fact. 
Biased and ill-researched work such as Mellow’s does no one any good. Academic research 
inevitably progresses amid theoretical feuds, but the participants should always respect each 
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other and have the better interests of their discipline in mind: We engage in debate in order to 
enhance our understanding of our discipline. What Mellow has done in this paper advances no 
one’s cause, least of all his own.     
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